AAFG FIBER FEAST RUNWAY
ARTIST INFORMATION SHEET

Name:_________________________________ Phone Number:_________________ Date:_______
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ARTIST INFORMATION SHEET:
Fill out only one Artist Information Sheet and include it with your Runway Item Jury
Sheet(s).
Please be detailed as the commentator needs this information to write the commentaries.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RUNWAY ITEM JURY SHEET (next page):
Fill out one Runway Item Jury Sheet per item submitted for runway consideration.
Attach completed form to item for jurying. Items will not be juried if the sheets are
incomplete.
All items displayed for sale under the banner of the AAFG must be juried.
Check your guidelines carefully and ask members of the jury committee if you have
questions.
Affix a number to each item that matches the number on your jury sheet.
Item descriptions must be detailed to aid in identifying the item at a later date.
Add AAFG price tag if item is for sale, and include item on your Inventory Sheet.

ARTIST INFORMATION:
Please include information to share with the public: how you became interested in fiber arts, how you
developed your skills, and future directions you intend to explore.

AAFG FIBER FEAST RUNWAY
RUNWAY ITEM JURY SHEET
Name:_________________________________ Phone Number:_________________ Date:_______
Item
#

Type of Runway Item

Color
(if print, then
primary color).

Size

Is this item
for sale?

If yes,
price of
item.

The title of the Runway Item, e.g., an orange ruana might be called "Tequila
Sunrise Ruana" which adds a little poetry to the item!

DETAILED INFORMATION
Describe the technique used (how long have you been using this technique, how did you learn it, how
has it evolved, interesting aspects etc):

What was your inspiration for this piece, or how did you develop this idea:

What did you enjoy about creating this piece:

Any additional comments:

Accept

Jury Comments:

Not Accepted

Fix

Fix OK’d

